Greetings

Dino Mastrocola
Rector of the University of Teramo

Luigi Ferrari
Ambassador of Italy in Copenhagen

Pietro Quaresimale
Councilor for Education, University, Training, Work and Social Policies - Abruzzo Region

Paola Pittia
Delegate for Internationalization - University of Teramo

Introduced by Alessandra Martelli
Delegate for Placement - University of Teramo

Moderated by Anna Bongiovanni
EURES Adviser Italy

LIVING AND WORKING IN DENMARK

Sven Michael Jørgensen - Sofie Solgerd Andersen Ejdesgaard
EURES Advisers Denmark

LABORATORY SECTIONS BY EAS DENMARK

How to write a successful CV - Job Interview simulation

To APPLY simply fill in this form now: https://forms.gle/kQLAfBkVWHEoXtDVA
For more information, get in touch with placement@unite.it or visit www.unite.it